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Abstract-Affects play an important role in influencing people's perceptions and decision making. Affect analysis is useful for
measuring the presence of hate, violence, and the resulting propaganda dissemination across extremist groups. In this study we
performed affect analysis of U.S. and Middle Eastern extremist group forum postings. We constructed an affect lexicon using a
probabilistic disambiguation technique to measure the usage of violence and hate affects. These techniques facilitate in depth
analysis of multilingual content. The proposed approach was evaluated by applying it across 16 U.S. supremacist and Middle
Eastern extremist group forums. Analysis across regions reveals that the Middle Eastern test bed forums have considerably greater
violence intensity than the U.S. groups. There is also a strong linear relationship between the usage of hate and violence across the
Middle Eastern messages.

IndexTerms-Discourse, information visualization, linguistic processing, text mining.

1 INTRODUCTION
T HE fast propagation of the Web has fueled the increased popularity of computer mediated communication. Computer mediated communication (CMC) research has become an important focus with areas of inquiry
including analysis of social behavioral factors pertaining to
online communities as well as some of the vices associated
with web-based communication. In addition to misuse in
the form of deception [1], software piracy [2] and pornography [3], the internet has also become a popular communication medium for extremist and hate groups. This aspect
of the internet is often referred to as the Dark Web [4].
Stormfront, what many consider to be the first hate
group web site [5], was created around 1996. Since then
researchers and hate watch organizations have begun to
focus their attention towards studying and monitoring such
online groups [6]. Nevertheless, there has been limited
evaluation of forum postings, with the majority of studies
focusing on web sites. Burris et al. [7] acknowledged that
there was a need to evaluate forum and chat room discussion content. Schafer [8] also stated that it was unclear as to
how much and what kind of extremist forum activity was
going on. Due to the lack of understanding and current
ambiguity associated with the content of such groups' forum postings, analysis of extremist group forum archives is
an important endeavor.
Sentiment analysis attempts to identify and analyze
opinions and emotions. Hearst [9] originally proposed the
idea of mining direction-based text (text containing opinions and emotions). Traditional forms of content analysis,
such as topical analysis may not be effective for forums.
Nigam and Hurst [10] found that only 3% of USENET sentences contained topical information. In contrast, web discourse is rich in sentiment and affects related information

[11]. In recent years, sentiment analysis has been applied to
various forms of web-based discourse [12]-[13]. Application
to extremist group forums can provide insight into important discussion and trends.
Affect analysis is the category of sentiment analysis dealing with emotions/affects. Affects play an important role in
influencing people's perceptions and decision making [14].
Consequently affect analysis is useful for measuring the
presence of hate, violence, and the resulting propaganda
dissemination in hate/extremist forums. In this study we
perform affect analysis of extremist group forum postings.
We constructed an affect lexicon using a probabilistic disambiguation technique to measure usage of violence and
hate affects. Our analysis encompassed measuring and
visualizing affect intensities and correlations across these
forums. The results provide significant insight into the affect related content within and across regions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a review of current research on
hate/extremist groups on the web as well as an examination of existing literature pertaining to affect analysis. Section 3 describes research gaps, and questions while Section
4 outlines our proposed research design. Section 5 presents
the system design used for implementing our affect analysis techniques and Section 6 presents a description of the
evaluation methods and proposed hypotheses. Section 7
describes the experimental results and Section 8 concludes
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2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Analysis of Extremist Groups on the Web
There have been several studies analyzing the presence of
hate/extremist groups on the web in recent years. Extremist
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al. [19] performed a content analysis of 157 U.S. hate group
web sites and also found consider-able linkage between
certain groups. Gustavson and Sherkat [20] surmised that
white supremacist factions used the internet as a means for
ideological resource sharing. Zhou et al. [21] did an in
depth analysis of U.S. hate group web sites and found significant evidence of fund raising, propaganda, and recruitment related content. Abbasi and Chen [22] also corroborated signs of the usage of the web as a medium for propaganda by U.S. supremacist and Middle Eastern extremist
groups.
These findings provide insight into extremist group web
usage tendencies and also suggest that there may be many
usage similarities across regions. However the extent of
those similarities is unclear due to limited work on nonU.S. groups. Furthermore, there has been little analysis of
extremist group web forums. Burris et al. [7] acknowledged
the need to evaluate forum and chat room discussion content. While Schafer [8] performed an extensive analysis of
the content of White supremacist websites, he was also unclear as to how much and what kind of forum activity was
going on with respect to extremist groups. The lack of previous analysis of these forums can be attributed to the large
volumes of information contained in such archives combined with the predominantly manual analysis methods
incorporated in previous studies [21]. Manual examination
of thousands of messages can be an extremely tedious and
labor intensive effort when applied across thousands of
forum postings. With increasing usage of CMC, the need
for automated text analysis techniques has grown in recent
years. These include techniques for stylometric, topical,
genre, and sentiment analysis. We focus primarily on sentiment analysis for two reasons. Firstly, web discourse is
rich in opinion and emotion related content. Secondly,
analysis of this type of text is highly relevant to propaganda
usage on the web, which attempts to use opinionated content to create and exploit biases and stereotypes.

methods. Visualization and automatically computed usage
scores have been used most often and are discussed below.
Scores are generally determined based on feature summation or averaging. Subasic and Huettner [11] measured
affect intensity as the average of term intensities across a
document. A popular summation based sentiment intensity
approach is the phrase pattern matching technique [23][30]. This technique assigns each positive phrase "+1" and
negative "-1". Henley et al. [29] used a summation approach for affect intensity where the message/document
intensity is the summation of each feature's frequency multiplied by its affect weight.
Various visualization techniques have been used to view
sentiment and affect trends. Timelines [24] visualizes sentiment balance over time for movie reviews. Loom [28]
visualizes temporal usage patterns for different types of
affects (e.g., angry, informative, etc.). Subasic and Huettner
[11] used radar charts to visualize features re-lating to various affects (e.g., anger, violence, hate). Morinaga et al. [31]
used principal component analysis to visualize the key sentiment features for various digital cameras based on product reviews.

2.4 Affect Analysis Domains
Sentiment and affect analysis has been applied to numerous
domains including reviews, web discourse, and news articles. Reviews include movie, product, and music reviews
[31]-[33]-[34]. We are primarily concerned with analysis of
web discourse. Web Discourse analysis includes evaluation
of web fo-rums, newsgroups, and blogs. These studies assess sentiments about specific issues/topics. Sentiment topics include abortion, gun control, and politics [12]-[13]. Robinson [32] evaluated sentiments about 9/11 in three forums
in the United States, Brazil, and France. Donnath et al. [29]
evaluated the USENET forum alt.soc.greek for affects relating to anger and aggression.
2.5 Affect Lexicons

A central component of affect analysis is the affect lexicon.
2.2 Affect Analysis
Affect
lexicons are manually crafted lexicons with
We are concerned with applying affect analysis to extremist
forums. Affect analysis attempts to analyze the presence of words/phrases for specific emotions [36]. Each term in the
emotions in text based communication. Sample affect lexicon receives an intensity score [11]-[29] that is typically
classes include happiness, sadness, anger, horror etc. [11]- assigned manually. For example, "kill" is more intense than
[16]-[27]. Donath et al. [28] visualized a lexicon of anger "hit" in a violence affect lexicon. An important assumption
related terms. They were able to infer that a large propor- of the intensity assigned to an affect feature is that it is contion of messages from a Greek USENET group had an an- tingent upon the feature being used in the appropriate congry tone. Subasic and Huettner [11] performed affect analy- text. However, terms can have different meanings dependsis of various categories including violence and anger while ing on the context. Such affect ambiguity is particularly
Mishne [27] performed affect analysis on web blogs. Henley evident for verbs. In order to overcome this problem, sevet al. [29] evaluated the frequency of various violence refer- eral methods have been proposed to compensate for affect
ents in anti-gay attack news reports in two major newspa- term/phrase ambiguity [11]-[37]. Liu et al. [37] combined
pers. They found that the terms used reflected the views of different NLP models with a real-world knowledge datathe writers. Three important properties of affect analysis are base. The rationale behind this approach is to use knowlthe analysis techniques, application domains and the lexi- edge bases to alleviate this ambiguity. In contrast, Subasic
and Huettner [11] devised an approach that embraces amcons used for analysis.
biguity rather than trying to remove it. Their Fuzzy Semantic Typing method assigns each feature to multiple affect
2.3 Affect Analysis Techniques
Previously used techniques for affect analysis can be classi- categories with varying intensity scores depending upon
fied into three categories which include score-based ap- the word and usage context. For example, the word
proaches, visualization techniques, and manual coding "alarm" is assigned to the fear, warning, and excitement
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a simpler, more generic method for coping with ambiguity
[38]. Our approach assigns each term/phrase a probability
of being used in the proper context. This is done by selecting a sample number of occurrences of each affect feature
and determining the number of times the feature appears in
an unrelated/irrelevant context. For evaluation of intensity
correlations, we propose the use of linear regression analy-
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5 SYSTEM DESIGN

Fig. 1. Affect Analysis System Design.

affect categories with different intensities. Although the
accuracy for specific term affects may be inaccurate, the
fuzzy logic approach is intended to capture the essence of a
document's various affect intensities.

3 RESEARCH GAPS AND QUESTIONS
Based on our review of previous literature and conclusions
we have identified several important research gaps. Firstly,
there has been no previous analysis of affect intensity in
extremist group forums. Secondly, we are unaware of any
prior multilingual affect analysis research. Thirdly there has
been little work on affect intensity relationships (interaction/correlation between affects).

3.1 Research Questions
We propose the following research questions:
* How do extremist groups differ in terms of their
violent and hateful affect intensities?
* Is there any relationship between the occurrence of
violent and hateful affects across regions?
* How do these affect intensity relations differ between the forum and message level?

Our system design has two major components: affect lexi-

con creation, and our intensity analysis technique that can
be used to perform affect analysis. The affect lexicon creation component consists of several steps, including term list
creation, intensity assignment, and probabilistic disambiguation. The analysis technique steps are affect parsing,
intensity score computation, and affect intensity analysis,
including intensity scores and correlation analysis. Figure 1
shows each of these steps in our affect analysis sys-tem design. Details of key steps are presented below.

5.1 Affect Lexicon Creation
The affect term lists are manually created by inspecting
messages using native speakers familiar with the forum
content and web discourse terminology for each region.
Such a manual term list creation approach has also been
used in many previous studies [29]-[11]-[26]. Manual list
creation is incorporated since forums have their own terminology [38] which can be difficult to extract without manual evaluation of conversation text. This is particularly true
for hate related terms, where a considerable amount of
slang is involved. Hence, humans are better equipped to
identify appropriate affect terms for web discourse.
Coders assign each term/phrase an intensity score. The
scores are assigned based on the word's degree of intensity

or valence for its particular affect category. The intensity
4 RESEARCH DESIGN
scores are on a scale of 1-20, with 20 signifying high intenIn order to address these research questions, we developed sity. This approach is consistent with the intensity score

a generic affect analysis method that can be applied in a
multilingual text setting. Our approach utilizes probabilistic disambiguation to overcome affect ambiguity in the lexicon creation phase. We also visualized affect intensities
over time to evaluate trends.
Our affect lexicon creation phase involves overcoming
ambiguity using probabilistic disambiguation. Other automated forms of disambiguation are either not applicable or
infeasible in a multilingual setting. For example, knowledge databases such as the one used by Liu et al. [37] are
not available in many languages. Furthermore, handling
web forum discourse with such knowledge databases can
be less effective due to the forum-specific terminology and
chal-lenges associated with free text (e.g., misspelling,
grammatical mis-takes, etc.). Similarly Fuzzy Logic may not
be highly accurate, particularly for shorter messages with
fewer affect features (as are commonly found in web discourse). This is because the fuzzy se-mantic typing approach relies on the cumulative effect of the usage of related vocabulary to effectively represent a document's affective content [11]. In contrast probabilistic models provide
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assignment methods incorporated in previous studies [29]-

[11]-[26].

Each feature is assigned an ambiguity score. The score is
the probability of an instance of the feature having semantic
orientation congruence with the affect class represented by
that feature. The ambiguity score for each feature is determined by taking a sample set of instances of the feature's
occurrence and coding each occurrence as to whether the
term usage is relevant to its affect. A maximum of 20 samples is used per term. Using more instances would be exhaustive and we observed that using a maximum sample of
this size was sufficient to accurately capture the probability
of an affect being relevant. The ambiguity score is computed by dividng the number of correct occurrence samples
by the total number of samples for each affect term.
5.2 Affect Analysis Technique
The affect parser extracts the affect features from the message text. The parser is specifically designed for handling
niytext that appasiwedscue.Iisbltoeet
niypasi
icus.I
sal multiple
odtc
and ignore duplicate posts,e content
forwarded
times and requoted messages. For Arabic, the parser also

uses an elongation filter and an n-gram based morphological similarity detector (based on Dice's equation) for capturing certain inflected forms of an affect feature that may
have been omitted during the feature list creation phase
[22]. After accounting for noise, the parser performs stemming and word tokeni-zation and generates affect feature
vectors which are used as input for the affect intensity and
variation analysis.
The affect intensity score for an affect class across a set of
messages can be computed as follows:
k
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ambiguity score for affect feature f;
occurrence frequency of feature f in message j;
total number of features in affect class c;
total number of messages;

intensities at the forum and message levels. For the affect
intensity correlation, we present the following hypothesis:
H2a: There is no correlation between hate and violence affect usage in U.S forum messages.
H2b: There is no correlation between hate and violence affect usage in Middle Eastern forum messages.

6.2 Test Bed
Extremist group forums were collected and extracted as
part of the Dark Web project in the Artificial Lab at the
University of Arizona [4]. The test bed consists of messages
from 16 U.S. and Middle Eastern forums taken from the
Dark Web collection (shown in Table 1).
The affect lexicon consisted of 4 affect term lists for violence and hate related terms in the U.S. and Middle Eastern
forums. The total lexicon used was composed of over 200
unique entries reflecting different facets of the 2 affect
classes selected in our analysis. The term lists for each affect
class were generated manually and assigned intensities by
coders familiar with the forum content. A pair of coders
was used for each language and the intensity was taken as
the average of the two coders' assigned scores.
6.3 Affect Intensity Results

The affect intensity scores were computed for each forum as
well as across all messages within a region. Table 2 shows the
We used an additive intensity score approach [29]-[30] intensity scores for the racism and violence affects. In our first
over an averaging one such as that used by Subasic & Hu- hypothesis HI, we postulated that there would be no differin violence and hate related affect intensities across the
ettner .
Webeieehaadiioalocureence
ettner [11]. We believe that additional
occurrences of an
two
affect feature strengthen the overall affect intensity, esperegions.
The U.S forums have a significant amount of racism related
cially when applied to affect classes such as racism and vio- content
but less violence related affect intensity. Overall, the
lence.
Middle Eastern forums' intensity of hate affect per message is
close to the U.S. forums (p=0.178). However, there is much
6 EVALUATION
more violent affect intensity in the Middle Eastern forums
In this section we describe the research hypotheses and (p<0.001).
proposed experiments. The experiments are intended to
With respect to individual forums Azzamy and Kataeb
evaluate our hypotheses and also demonstrate the effec- Qassam have the greatest occurrence of violent and racist aftiveness of our affect analysis approach in a multilingual fect. For the U.S. forums, White Knights has the highest occurweb discourse setting. We propose performing affect analy- rence of racism but less violence content while CCNUL (Council
sis of extremist forums using our approach to assess the of Conservative Citizens) features the greatest amount of viopresence and trends pertaining to violence and hate related lence affect but significantly less racist discussion. It is interestaffects. The multilingual nature of extremist forums pro- ing to note that Azzamy and White Knights are the only two
vides a good test bed for evaluating the efficacy of our ap- open forums in our collection, with the re-mainder requiring
proach. Additionally, there is a need to assess extremist fo- membership. It is possible that the greater bi-partisan discusrums to better understand the content and propaganda dis- sion in these forums elevates the overall affect intensities as
semination within these online communities.
suggested by [12].
n

6.1 Hypotheses

For the affect intensity analysis, we wish to compare average affect intensity scores across forums and regions. For
the intensity score comparison, we present the following

hypothesis:
Hla: There is no difference between U.S. and Middle Eastern forums in terms of hate affect intensity.
Hib: There is no difference between U.S. and Middle Eastern forums in terms of violence affect intensity.
For the affect intensity correlation analysis, we wish to
assess the correlation between the violence and hate affect
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TABLE 1
DARK WEB FORUM TEST BED
U.S.
Forum
Authors
Messages
Angelic Adolf
28
78
Aryan Nation
CCNU
Neo-Nazi
NSM
Smash Nazi

White Knights
World Knights
Total
Forum
Azzamy

54
2
98
289
10
24
35
540

189
229
632
2654
66
751
77
4676

60
119
67
66
57
63
42
363
837

Messages
337
339
473
229
582
290
173
926
3349

Middle Eastern
Authors

Friends
Islamic Union
Kataeb
Kataeb Qassam
Taybah
Osama Lover
Wa Islamah
Total

TABLE 2
AFFECT INTENSITY SCORES
U.S.
Forum
Racism
Violence
Angelic Adolf
5.513
0.962
Aryan Nation
9.921
5.683
3.712
CCNU
14.546
Neo-Nazi
5.458
5.614
NSM
10.740
10.740
Smash Nazi
12.424
10.591
White Knights
19.313
6.353
World Knights
2.468
2.234
All Forums
10.988
6.902
Middle Eastern
Forum
Racism
Violence
Azzamy
30.182
19.833
Friends
2.076
6.238
Deen Union
2.657
9.198
Kataeb
2.610
6.605
Kataeb Qassam
25.203
18.670
Taybah
14.989
15.348
Osama Lover
14.369
14.584
Wa Islamah
4.075
9.193
All Forums
11.892
12.644

6.4 Affect Relationship Results
Linear regression analysis was used to evaluate the relationship be-tween violent and hate affect intensities for the
U.S. and Middle Eastern forums. The analysis was performed at the individual message and forum level. Figure 2
shows the plots of hate versus violence for all messages
.1. 1 .
within each region.
The message level regression results are presented in Table
3. The test statistic and p-values for both regions indicate that
there is a statistically significant linear relationship between
the intensity scores for violence and hate affects. However,
based on the slope coeffi-cient b and the coefficient of deter2
mination R , the relationship is fairly strong for the Middle
Eastern forums and very weak for the U.S. messages.
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Fig. 2. Message Affect Intensity Plots.

Figure 3 shows the forum level plots of violence versus
hate. For the Middle Eastern forums, we can see four distinct clusters (two forums each) ranging from minimal use
of violence and hate affect to more escalated usage.
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vestigation necessary. Furthermore, as with most sentiment/affect analysis research, the accuracy of the results is
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